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Abstract
In this note, we shall show that Chow-stability and Hilbert-stability in GIT

asymptotically coincide. The proof in [5] is simplified in the present form, while
a quick review is in [6].

1. Introduction

For moduli spaces of polarized algebraic varieties, a couple of stability concepts
are known in algebraic geometry (cf. Mumford et al. [9]): Chow-stability and Hilbert-
stability. In this note, we clarify the asymptotic relationship between them. Through-
out this note, we fix once for all a very ample holomorphic linebundle L over an
irreducible projective algebraic varietyM defined overC. Let n := dim M > 0 and let
l be a positive integer withl � n + 1. ReplacingL by its suitable power, we may as-
sume thatH i (M, O(L j )) = f0g for all positive integersi and j . Then associated to the
complete linear systemjL l j, we have the Kodaira embedding

�l : M ,! P�(Vl ),

where P�(Vl ) is the set of all hyperplanes inVl := H0(M, O(L l )) through the origin.
Let n and dl be respectively the dimension ofM and the degree of�l (M) in the pro-
jective spaceP�(Vl ). Put Gl := SLC(Vl ) and Wl := fSdl (Vl )g
n+1, whereSdl (Vl ) denotes
the dl -th symmetric tensor product of the spaceVl . Take an elementMl 6= 0 in W�

l

such that the associated element [Ml ] in P�(Wl ) is the Chow point of the irreducible
reduced algebraic cycle�l (M) on P�(Vl ). For the natural action ofGl on W�

l , let Ĝl

denote the isotropy subgroup ofGl at Ml .

DEFINITION 1.1. (a) (M, L l ) is calledChow-stableor Chow-semistableaccord-
ing as the orbitGl � Ml is closed inW�

l with jĜl j < 1 or the closure ofGl � Ml in
W�

l is disjoint from the origin.
(b) (M, L) is calledasymptotically Chow-stableif ( M, L l ) is Chow-stable for alll � 1.
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Let l andk be positive integers. Then the kernelI l ,k of the natural homomorphism
of Sk(Vl ) to Vlk := H0(M, OM (L lk)) is the degreek component of the homogeneous
ideal definingM in P�(Vl ). Put mk := dim Vlk and l ,k := dim I l ,k. Then

Vl ,k I l ,k is
a complex line inFl ,k :=

Vl ,k (Sk(Vl )). Take an elementfl ,k 6= 0 in
Vl ,k I l ,k. For the

natural action ofGl on Fl ,k, let Ĝl ,k be the isotropy subgroup ofGl at fl ,k.

DEFINITION 1.2. (a) (M, L l ) is calledHilbert-stableif the orbit Gl � fl ,k is closed
in Fl ,k with jĜl ,kj <1 for all k� 1.
(b) (M, L) is called asymptotically Hilbert-stableif ( M, L l ) is Hilbert-stable for all
l � 1.

A result of Fogarty [4] (see also [9], p.215) states that Chow-stability for (M, L l )
implies Hilbert-stability for (M, L l ). However, little was known for the converse im-
plication.

Consider the maximal connected linear algebraic subgroupH of the group of holo-
morphic automorphisms ofM. To each positive integral multipleLm of L, we asso-
ciate the point [Lm] 2 Pic(M) defined byLm. For the naturalH -action on Pic(M),
we denote byĤm the identity component of the isotropy subgroup ofH at [Lm]. Put
Ĥ := Ĥ1. Since the orbitĤm � [L] (�= Ĥm=Ĥ ) sitting in fL 0 2 Pic(M); (L 0)m = Lmg
reduces to a single point, we have

Ĥ = Ĥm for all m 2 Z+.

Let fki ; i = 0, 1, 2,: : : g be a sequence of integers� n + 1. For a positive integerl , we
define a sequencefl i g of positive integers inductively by settingl i +1 := l i ki and l0 := l .
In this paper, we shall show that

Main Theorem. (a) Assume that Gl i � fl i ,ki is closed in Fl i ,ki for all integers i� 0.
If Ĥ = f1g, then Gl � Ml is closed in W�l .
(b) (M, L) is asymptotically Chow-stable if and only if(M, L) is asymptotically Hilbert-
stable.

As seen in the beginning of Section 3, (b) follows from (a). Hence, we here
sketch the proof of (a) of Main Theorem. AssumeĤ = f1g. SinceGl i � fl i ,ki is closed
in Fl i ,ki for all i , Lemma 3.10 shows that the polynomial Hilbert weightw� = w�(k; l )
in Section 3 is increasing

0< w�(K0; l ) < w�(K1; l ) < � � � < w�(K i�1; l ) < w�(K i ; l ) < � � �
for K i , i = 1, 2,: : : , in (3.7), where�: C� ,! Gl is an arbitrary algebraic one-parameter
subgroup. Since the asymptotic limit

w�(1; l ) := lim
k!1 w�(k; l )
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always exist, and sinceK i ! +1 as i !1, we havew�(1; l ) > 0. This means that
(M, L l ) is Chow-stable, i.e.,Gl � Ml is closed inWl .

This paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 is givenas a preparation for
Section 5. Then the proof of Main Theorem will be outlined in Section 3, while two
main difficulties (3.6) and Lemma 3.10 will be treated in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. A test configuration and the group action�k

Hereafter, we fix an action of an algebraic torusT := C� on A1 := fs; s 2 Cg by
multiplication of complex numbers

T � A1! A1, (t , s) 7! ts.

Let �: Z! A1 be aT-equivariant projective morphism between complex varieties with
a relatively very ample invertible sheafL on Z over A1, where the algebraic groupT
acts onL, linearly on fibers, lifting theT-action onZ. Now the following concept
by Donaldson will play a very important role in our study:

DEFINITION 2.1 (cf. [1]). � : Z! A1 above is called atest configurationof ex-
ponentl for (M, L) if, when restricted to fibersZs := ��1(s), we have isomorphisms

(Zs, LjZs) �= (M, OM (L l )), 0 6= s 2 A1.

Let � : Z ! A1 be a test configuration of exponentl for (M, L). To each positive
integer k, we assign a vector bundleEk over A1 associated to the locally free sheaf��Lk over A1, i.e., OA1(Ek) = ��Lk. For the naturalT-action

�k : T � Ek ! Ek

induced by theT-action onL, we denote by�k,0 the restriction of theT-action �k to
the fiber (Ek)0 over the origin. By thisT-action�k, the natural projection ofEk to A1

is T-equivariant. Note also that, overA1, we have the relative Kodaira embedding

Z ,! P�(Ek).(2.2)

For the structure of�k, the following equivariant trivialization of the vector bundle Ek

is known:

Lemma 2.3 (cf. [3], Lemma 2). The holomorphic vector bundle Ek over A1 can
be T -equivariantly trivialized by

Ek
�= (Ek)0 � A1,

where (Ek)0 denotes the fiber of Ek over the origin.
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Let �k : T ! GLC((Ek)0) denote the algebraic group homomorphism induced by�k,0 on (Ek)0. Then the identification in Lemma 2.3 allows us to write the action �k

above in the form

(2.4) �k(t , (e, s)) = (�k(t)(e), ts), (e, s) 2 (Ek)0� A1.

3. Proof of Main Theorem

The isotropy subgroup̃Gl of Gl at [Ml ] 2 P�(Wl ) containsĜl (cf. Section 1) as a
subgroup. Hence (M, L l ) is Chow-stable if and only if

jG̃l j <1 and Gl � Ml is closed in Wl ,

because if dimĜl < dim G̃l , then G̃l � Ml = C�Ml , and the origin is in the closure of
G̃l � Ml in W�

l . Now for all 0< l 2 Z, the identity component̃G0
l of G̃l is isogenous

to an algebraic subgroup of̂H , while by GIT [9], Proposition 1.5,G̃0
m is isogenous to

Ĥ for all multiples m> 0 of some fixed integer� 1. Hence (M, L) is asymptotically
Chow-stable if and only if

(3.1) Ĥ = f1g and for l � 1, Gl � Ml is closed in W�
l .

Similarly, if l > 0 is a multiple of some fixed integer� 1, we see that the identity
component ofĜl ,k with k � 1 is isogenous toĤ . Hence (M, L) is asymptotically
Hilbert-stable if and only if

(3.2) Ĥ = f1g and for all l � 1, Gl ,k � fl ,k is closed in Fl ,k if k� 1.

In view of (3.1) and (3.2) above, (b) of Main Theorem follows immediately from
Fogarty’s result together with (a) of Main Theorem. Hence, wehave only to show (a)
of Main Theorem.

For one-dimensional algebraic torusT := C�, we consider an algebraic one-parameter
subgroup

� : T ,! Gl

of the reductive algebraic groupGl := SL(Vl ). Then to each� as above, we assign a
test configuration of exponentl as follows:

DEFINITION 3.3. TheDeConcini-Procesi family(cf. [13]) associated to� is the
test configuration of exponentl for (M, L) obtained as theT-equivariant projective
morphism

� : Z(�)! A1,
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whereZ(�) is the variety defined as the closure ofT � (�l (M) � f1g) in P�(Vl ) � A1,
and the morphism� is induced by the projection ofP�(Vl )�A1 to the second factor.
Let pr1 : Z(�)! P�(Vl ) denote the map induced by the projection ofP�(Vl ) � A1 to
the first factor. For the open subsetC� � A1, the holomorphic map~: C�! HilbP�(Vl )

sending eacht 2 C� to ~(t) := pr1(Z(�)t ) 2 HilbP�(Vl ) extends to a holomorphic map

~̃ : A1! HilbP�(Vl ),

whereZ(�)s := ��1(s), s 2 A1, denotes the scheme-theoretic fiber of� over s. Now
we can regardZ(�) as the pullback, bỹ~, of the universal family overHilbP�(Vl ). Note
also thatT acts onP�(Vl )� A1 by

T � (P�(Vl )� A1)! (P�(Vl )� A1), (t , (w, s)) 7! (�(t)w, ts),

where Gl acts naturally onP�(Vl ) via the contragradient representation. Then the in-
vertible sheaf

L := pr�1 OP�(Vl )(1)

over Z(�) is relatively very ample for the morphism� , and allows us to regard� as
a projective morphism. Since the bundle space forOP�(Vl )(�1) is identified with the
blowing-up of V�

l at the origin, theGl -action onV�
l induces naturally aT-action on

L lifting the T-action onZ(�). By restrictingL to Z(�)s, we have isomorphisms

(Z(�)s, Ls) �= (M, OM (L l )), 0 6= s 2 A1,

whereLs := LjZ(�)s for eachs 2 A1. Hence� : Z(�)! A1 is a test configuration of
exponentl for (M, L).

For the DeConcini-Procesi family� : Z(�)! A1 as above, letnk(�) 2 Z denote
the weight of theT-action on the complex line

mk̂

(Ek)0

 �= mk̂

H0(Z(�)0, Lk
0) if k� 1

!
,

where (Ek)0 := (��Lk)0 denotes the fiber, over the origin, of the locally free sheaf:��Lk! A1. If k� 1, then dimH0(Z(�)0, Lk
0) is mk := dim H0(M, OM (L lk)), and we

write mk and nk(�) as

mk =
nX

i =0

�l ,i k
i ,(3.4)

nk(�) =
n+1X
j =0

�l , j (�)k j ,(3.5)
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where�l ,i , i = 0, 1,: : : , n, and �l , j (�), j = 0, 1,: : : , n + 1, are rational real numbers
independent of the choice of positive integersk.

Let 0 6= M0
l 2 W�

l be such that the associated [M0
l ] 2 P�(Wl ) is the Chow point

for the cycleZ(�)0 on P�(Vl ) counted with multiplicities. First, we observe that�l ,n =
l nc1(L)n[M]=n! > 0. Next, in Section 4, we shall show that

(3.6) �l ,n+1(�) = � al

(n + 1)!

whereal denotes the weight of theT-action onC�M0
l . We now put

w�(k; l ) := nk(�)=(kmk).

REMARK . Besides the embeddingZ(�)0 ,! P�(Vl ), we also have the embedding

Z(�)0 ,! P�((E1)0)

for the linear subsystem associated to (E1)0 in the complete linear systemjL0j on
Z(�)0. In the same manner as the weightal above is obtained from the cycle onZ(�)0

on P�(Vl ), we similarly obtain a weighta0l from the cycleZ(�)0 on P�((E1)0). Now
by Mumford [6], Proposition 2.11,

�l ,n+1(�) = � a0l
(n + 1)!

.

Then (3.6) above claims thata0l is replaced byal in this last equality.

Proof of (a) of Main Theorem. The argument at the beginning of this section
shows that the identity component̂G0

l i
of Ĝl i satisfies

Ĝ0
l i � G̃0

l i ,

whereG̃0
l i

is isogenous to an algebraic subgroup ofĤ . Hence the assumption̂H = f1g
of (a) of Main Theorem implies

jĜl i j <1 for all 0� i 2 Z.

Put K i :=
Qi

j =0 k j for 0 � i 2 Z, where we putK�1 := 1 for simplicity. Moreover,
we put l i := lK i�1 for 1 � i 2 Z. Applying Lemma 3.10 below to (l 0, l 00, k0, k00) =
(l , l i , K i�1, K i ), we obtain

(3.7) w�(K i ; l ) > w�(K i�1; l ), i = 0, 1, 2,: : : ,
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for all algebraic one-parameter subgroup� : C� ,! Gl . On the other hand, by Appen-
dix, we haven1(�) = 0, i.e.,

(3.8) w�(K�1; l ) = w�(1; l ) = 0.

In view of (3.4) and (3.5), we see that

(3.9) lim
k!1 w�(k; l ) =

�l ,n+1(�)�l ,n
.

By (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) together with�l ,n > 0, it follows that

�l ,n+1(�) > 0 for all �.

By (3.6), we conclude that (M, L l ) is Chow-stable, as required.

Lemma 3.10. Let n+1� k̂ 2 Z, and let k0, l 0 be positive integers with l0 � n+1.
Assume that Gl 00 � fl 00,k̂ is closed in Fl 00,k̂ for k00 := k̂k0 and l00 := k0l 0. If Ĥ = f1g, thenw�(k00; l 0) > w�(k0; l 0) for all algebraic one-parameter subgroups� : C� ,! Gl 0 .

4. Proof of (3.6)

In this section, we shall prove (3.6) by calculating the termnk(�) in (3.4) in detail.
Hereafter, by considering the Decontini-Procesi familyZ = Z(�) over A1, we study the
bundlesEk, k = 1, 2,: : : as in Section 2. A difficulty in calculatingnk(�) comes up
whenZ(�)0 sits in a hyperplane ofP�(Vl ). Let N be the, possibly trivial,T-invariant
maximal linear subspace ofVl vanishing onZ(�)0, where we regardZ(�)0 as a sub-
scheme inP�(Vl ) (�= f0g � P�(Vl )). Then for someT-invariant subspaceQ1 of Vl , we
write the vector spaceVl as a direct sum

Vl = Q1� N.

By Q1 = Vl=N, we naturally have aT-equivariant inclusionQ1 � R1, where R1 :=
(E1)0 = (��L)0
 C. Then

Z(�)0 � P�(Q1) � P�(Vl ),

i.e., Z(�)0 sits in the T-invariant linear subspaceP�(Q1) of P�(Vl ). By taking the
direct sum of the symmetric tensor products forQ1, we put Q :=

L1
k=0 Sk(Q1), where

Sk(Q1) denotesC for k = 0. Let J(Q) � Q denote theT-invariant homogeneous ideal
of Z(�)0 in P�(Q1). Then by settingJ(Q)k := J(Q) \ Sk(Q1), we define

Qk := Sk(Q1)=J(Q)k.
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By Theorem 3 in [7], the natural homomorphism:Sk(E1) ! Ek is surjective over
A1 n f0g for all positive integersk. We also have theT-equivariant inclusion

(4.1) Qk � Rk, 0< k 2 Z,

where Rk := (Ek)0 = (��Lk)0
C. By choosing general elements�i , i = 0, 1, 2,: : : , n,
in Q1, we have a surjective holomorphic map

prPn : Z(�)0! Pn(C), z 7! (�0(z) : �1(z) : � � � : �n(z)),

so that the fiber pr�1
Pn (q) over q := (1 : 0 : 0 : � � � : 0) consists ofr points counted

with multiplicities, wherer := l nc1(L)n[M]. For eachk� 1, we consider the subspace
Fk := pr� H0(Pn(C), OPn(k)) of Qk. Then

dim Fk =
(n + k)!

n! k!

is a polynomial ink of degreen with leading coefficient 1=n!. For some positive in-
teger k0, there exist elements�1, �2, : : : , �r in Qk0 n Fk0 which separate the points in
pr�1

Pn (q) including infinitely near points. Then fork� 1, the linear subspaces

�1Fk�k0, �2Fk�k0, : : : , �r Fk�k0

of Qk all together span a linear subspace of dimension

r dim Fk�k0 = r
(n + k� k0)!

n! (k� k0)!
=

r

n!
kn + lower order term ink.

In view of (4.1), r dim Fk�k0 � dim Qk � dim Rk = mk. Hence

(4.2) dimRk=Qk � C1kn�1

for some positive constantC1 independent ofk. Put Æk := dimQk, and letqk(�) denote
the weight of theT-action on

VÆk Qk, where the weight of theT-action on
Vmk Rk

is nk(�). Then the weight of theT-action on
Vmk�Æk (Rk=Qk) is nk(�) � qk(�). On

the other hand, in view of Remark 4.6 below, the weight� for the T-action on every
1-dimensionalT-invariant subspaceA of Rk=Qk satisfies

(4.3) j�j � C2k

for some positive constantC2 independent of the choice ofk. Then we see from (4.2)
and (4.3) that

(4.4) jnk(�)� qk(�)j � C1C2kn.
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Now a classical result of Mumford [8], Proposition 2.11, asserts that

(4.5) qk(�) = � al kn+1

(n + 1)!
+ lower order term ink,

where the weight in [8] and ours have opposite sign. From (3.5), (4.4) and (4.5), we
obtain (3.6) as required.

REMARK 4.6. Put X0 := Z(�)0. For X0 sitting in P�(Vl ) � f0g, we choose a
sequence of scheme-theoretic intersections

X j := X0 \61 \62 \ � � � \6 j , j = 1, 2,: : : , n,

where61, 62, : : : , 6n are n distinct general hyperplanes inP�(Vl ) � f0g. Then there
exists an integeri0 satisfying i0� n such that

H p(X j , OX j (L
i
0)) = f0g, i � i0 � n,

for all p > 0 and j = 0, 1,: : : , n. Then by the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2
in [7], the natural homomorphisms

H0(Z(�)0, Li
0)
 H0(Z(�)0, L0)! H0(Z(�)0, Li +1

0 ), i � i0,

are surjective. In particular, for all positive integersk, the natural homomorphisms:
(Ri )
k ! Rik are surjective for all integersi � i0.

5. Proof of Lemma 3.10

In this section, we apply Section 2 toZ = Z(�) and l = l 0, where the actions of
T := C� on L and Z(�)0 are induced by the one-parameter group� : C� ,! Gl 0 in
Lemma 3.10, where for each positive integerk, the correspondingT-action �k on Ek

induces

�k : T ! GLC((Ek)0)

as in (2.4). Recall thatk00 = k̂k0 and k̂ � n + 1. For eachs 2 A1 n f0g, let I(Z(�)s)
denote the kernel of the nauralT-equivariant surjective homomorphism

Sk̂(Ek0)s! (Ek00)s,

between fibers overs for bundles Sk̂(Ek0) and Ek00 , where theT-actions onSk̂(Ek0)
and Ek00 are by�k0 and �k00 , respectively. By the trivialization in Lemma 2.3 applied
to k = k0, we can identify eachGrs, s 2 A1, with Gr0. HereGrs denotes the complex
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Grassmannian of all complexl 00,k̂-planes through the origin inSk̂(Ek0)s. The holo-

morphic map sending eachs 2 A1 n f0g to I(Z(�)s) regarded as an element in (Grs
�=)

Gr0 extends naturally to a holomorphic map:A1! Gr0, where the image of the ori-
gin under this holomorphic map will be denoted byI(Z(�)0) by abuse of terminology.
For the inclusionZ(�) ,! P�(Ek0) in (2.2), the action of eacht 2 T mapsZ(�)s onto
Z(�)ts, and we have

(5.1) I(Z(�)ts) = �k0(t)(I(Z(�)s)).

Here, via theT-action onZ(�)0, T acts onSk̂(Ek0 )0 preservingI(Z(�)0). At s = 1,
the fiberZ(�)s := ��1(s) over s is thought of as�l 0(M) sitting in P�(Vl 0). Hence by
the notation in Section 1, we have

I(Z(�)s)js=1 = I l 00,k̂
by identifying Ek0 js=1, Ek00 js=1 with Vl 00 , Vl 00k̂, respectively. Consider the closed disc

1 := fs 2 A1; jsj � 1g of A1. Since
Vl 00 ,k̂ I(Z(�)s) in

Vl 00 ,k̂ Sk̂(Ek0 )s is a complex line,
for eachs 2 1, we can choose an element l 00,k̂(s) 6= 0 in the line in such a way that l 00,k̂(s) depends ons holomorphically. Then l 00,k̂(1) is regarded as a nonzero element

in the line
Vl 00 ,k̂ I l 00,k̂ in

Vl 00 ,k̂ Sk̂(Vl 00). By the trivialization in Lemma 2.3 applied to
k = k0, we hereafter identify (Ek0 )s, s21, with (Ek0)0. Consequently, this identification

allows us to regard l 00,k̂(s) as an element in9 :=
Vl 00 ,k̂ Sk̂(Ek0 )0 for eachs 2 1, and

Gl 00 is viewed as SLC((Ek0)0). For eacht , t 0 2 C�, by taking an unramified cover of
C� of degreemk0 , we can write

t = t̃mk0 and t 0 = ( t̃ 0)mk0 ,
for t̃ , t̃ 0 2 C�, where mk0 is the rank of the vector bundleEk0 . The closedness of
Gl 00 � fl 00,k̂ in Fl 00,k̂ in the assumption of Lemma 3.10 means that the orbit SLC((Ek0)0) � l 00,k̂(1) is closed in9. Now by the Hilbert-Mumford stability criterion,

(5.2) �̂(C�) �  l 00,k̂(1) is closed in 9,

where �̂ : C� ! SLC((Ek0 )0) is an algebraic group homomorphism defined by

�̂( t̃ ) :=
�k0(t)

det�k0( t̃ )
, t̃ 2 C�,

for �k0 as in Section 2. To each l 00,k̂(s), s 2 1, we can naturally assign an element
[ l 00,k̂(s)] in the complex GrassmannianGr0. Here [ l 00,k̂(s)] corresponds to the sub-

spaceI(Z(�)s) in Sk̂(Ek0)0 via the identificationSk̂(Ek0)s
�= Sk̂(Ek0)0 in terms of the

trivialization in Lemma 2.3 applied tok = k0. Obviously,

[ l 00,k̂(s)] ! [ l 00,k̂(0)] as s! 0.
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Moreover, in view of (5.1), we obtain

�k0(t) �  l 00,k̂(s) 2 C� �  l 00,k̂(ts), s 2 1,

for all t 2 C� satisfying jt j � 1. For some" 2 R with 0 < " � 1, we put D" := ft 2
C�; jt j < "g. Then

(5.3) �̂( t̃ ) �  l 00,k̂(1) =
�k0(t) �  l 00,k̂(1)

det�k0( t̃ )
= t̃� (t), t 2 D",

for some nonvanishing holomorphic map1" 3 s 7!  (s) 2 9, where by1", we mean
the subsetfs 2 C; jsj � "g = D" [ f0g of 1. Now by (5.2) and (5.3), we obtain

(5.4) � < 0.

On the other hand, since the map is continuous, (5.3) implies

(5.5) lim
t!0

t̃�� �̂( t̃ ) �  l 00,k̂(1) = (0).

If t , t 0 2 D", then from (5.3), it follows that

�̂( t̃ )�̂( t̃ 0) �  l 00,k̂(1) = �̂( t̃ t̃ 0) �  l 00,k̂(1) = (t̃ t̃ 0)� (t t 0).
Hence �̂( t̃ )ft̃ 0�� �̂( t̃ 0) �  l 00,k̂(1)g = t̃� (t t 0). Let t 0 ! 0. Then this together with (5.5)
implies

(5.6) �̂( t̃ ) �  (0) = t̃� (0).

In view of (5.4) and (5.6), the argument as in [1], 2.3, applied to Sk̂(Ek0)0! (Ek00)0

allows us to obtain

0> � =
k̂mk00nk0 (�̂)

mk0 � nk00(�̂) = k00mk00
�

nk0(�̂)

k0mk0 �
nk00(�̂)

k00mk00
�

,

wherenk0 (�̂) andnk00 (�̂) are the weights of theC�-actions on
Vmk0 (Ek0)0 and

Vmk00 (Ek00)0,
respectively, induced bŷ�. Since�k0 is induced by�, the definition of̃t and�̂ shows that

nk0(�̂)

k0mk0 �
nk00(�̂)

k00mk00 = mk0fw�(k0; l 0)� w�(k00; l 0)g
and hencew�(k0; l 0) < w�(k00; l 0), as required. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.10.
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6. Appendix

The purpose of this section is to study theT-action �k,0 on (Ek)0 with k = 1 for
the DeConcini-Procesi familyZ = Z(�) over A1. Let

epr1 : P�(Vl )� A1! P�(Vl ), �̃ : P�(Vl )� A1! A1

be the projections to respective factors. PutL̃ := epr�1OP�(Vl )(1). Then for everye2 Vl ,
the map sending eachs 2 A1 to (e, s) 2 Vl �A1 defines a holomorphic section, denoted
by � (e), in H0(A1, �̃�L̃). The pullback��� (e) by the inclusion map

� : Z(�) ,! P�(Vl )� A1

is naturally regarded as a holomorphic section ofE1 over A1 = fs 2 Cg, wheres is the
affine coordinate forA1. Note that, fors 6= 0, the map

Vl 3 e 7! f��� (e)g(s) 2 (E1)s

is a linear isomorphism. HereEk with k = 1 is written asE1, and (E1)s denotes the
fiber of the vector bundleE1 over s. In terms of theT-action on Vl via the one-
parameter group� : T ! SL(Vl ), write the vector spaceVl as a direct sum

(6.1) N =
pM

i =1

Ni ,

where Ni = fe 2 Vl ; �(t)e = t�i e for all t 2 Tg for some mutually distinct integers�i ,
i = 1, 2,: : : , p. For eachi , consider theC[s]-module Ni [s] := Ni 
C C[s], where by
C[s], we mean the ring of polynomials ins with coefficients inC. Let fe1, e2, : : : , eni g
be a basis for the vector spaceNi , whereni := dimNi . For everye2 Ni [s], by writing
e as a sum

Pni
j =1 f j (s)ej 2 Ni [s] for some polynomialsf j (s) 2 C[s] in s, we put

� (e) :=
niX
j =1

f j (s)� (ej ) 2 H0(A1, �̃�L̃).

From theT-action onVl via �, we have a natural fiberwiseT-action on the trivial bun-
dle Vl � A1 over A1. This then induces a fiberwiseT-action on the vector bundleE1

over A1, while the restriction of this inducedT-action to the fiber (E1)0 is exactly�1,0.

Proposition 6.2. There exists a non-decreasing sequence of nonnegative integers�i 1 � �i 2 � � � � � �ini together withC[s]-generatorsfei j ; j = 1, 2,: : : , ni g for the
C[s]-module Ni [s] such that

(6.3) ��� (ei j ) = s�i j �i j , i = 1, 2,: : : , p, j = 1, 2,: : : , ni ,
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for some holomorphic sections�i j to E1 over A1, where

(6.4) f�i j (0); i = 1, 2,: : : , p, j = 1, 2,: : : , ni g
forms a basis for the vector space(E1)0.

Proof. By induction onj = 1, 2,: : : , ni , we defineei j and�i j from fei 1, ei 2, : : : , ei j�1g
and f�i 1, �i 2, : : : , �i j�1g as follows. LetB j�1 be theC[s]-submodule ofNi [s] generated
by fei 1, ei 2, : : : , ei j�1g, where we putB j�1 = f0g for j = 1. Let Yi j denote the set of
all C[s]-submodulesY � Ni [s] generated byni � j + 1 elements such that

(6.5) Y + B j�1 = Ni [s],

where Y + B j�1 is the C[s]-submodule ofNi [s] generated byY and B j�1. For each
Y 2 Yi j , let �(Y) denote the maximal nonnegative integer� such that all��� (e), e2 Y,
are divisible bys� in H0(A1,OA1(E1)). In view of the inequalityj � ni , the maximum

�i j := max
Y2Yi j

�(Y)

exists because, otherwise, (6.5) would imply that��� (Ni ) � ��� (B j�1) modulo s� for
all positive integers�, in contradiction toni > j � 1. By the definition of�i j , it now
easily follows that�i 1 � �i 2 � � � � � �ini . Take an elementYi j of Yi j such that�(Yi j ) =�i j . Then the maximality of�i j allows us to obtainei j 2 Yi j and�i j 2 H0(A1,OA1(E1))
satisfying ��� (ei j ) = s�i j �i j such that�i j (0) is C-linearly independent from�i 1(0),�i 2(0), : : : , �i j�1(0) in (E1)0. Since this induction procedure stops atj = ni , we obtain
both (6.3) and the required condition for (6.4).

Now the vector bundleE1 is generated by the global sectionsf�i j ; i = 1, 2,: : : , p, j =
1, 2,: : : , ni g over A1. Then by (6.1) and (6.3),

�1,0(t , �i j (0)) = t�i �i j (0)

for all i and j . In particular,n1(�) =
Pp

i =1 ni�i . Since� is an algebraic one-parameter
subgroup inGl = SL(Vl ), by the definition ofNi , it follows from (6.1) that

1 = det(�(t)) = t
Pp

i =1 ni �i

for all t 2 T , i.e., n1(�) = 0. Note that this equality follows also from Lemma 2.3 by
the equivariant isomorphism (E1)1

�= (E1)0 (see also [11]).
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